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“Bankruptcy may be the only viable
avenue to broadly right-size the North
American automotive industry.” 

The future of the North American Auto Industry
– full article on page 32????
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By Sijmen de Ranitz

“…. fall to ‘t yarely, or we
run ourselves aground:
bestir, bestir.”

The Tempest, Shakespeare

First, allow me to briefly touch
on some smaller issues.

We have now been able to
review all the comments and
views on the technical part of

the Sydney Congress and, as always, this has led to
proposals for changes. The major change will be that
more break-out sessions will be scheduled in future
conferences so that better audience participation can be
achieved and more high-end topics can be dealt with
within smaller groups. We will soon know if this really
leads to improvement. 

Changes in governance are now underway and we hope to
finalise this project at the board meeting in Hong Kong in
November. This does not imply that further changes will
not be proposed or investigated, but it does mean that
INSOL International will soon be governed by more
accessible, more transparent by-laws. As soon as the
review is ready the new by-laws will be published
(downloadable) on our website.

If this project develops as planned, you will have
received the electronic newsletter at least once before
reading this column. Again, the Board hopes that this
initiative is of service to the membership. 

We have now started quarterly conference calls with the
chairs of the committees and the Board in order to monitor

progress, to avoid any overlap and to encourage active
participation. The first call went, we believe, quite well.
Summaries of these calls will be published on the website.

I would like to express our special thanks to Michael
Quinlan, who will retire from his position as Editor of
INSOL World at the end of this year. Michael has put
substantial time and effort into this job for the last two
years and certainly was instrumental in improving
INSOL World’s quality. Thanks, Michael.

Second, why the quote above? Is INSOL International
running aground? No, certainly not, but we need to act
“yarely”. If INSOL International wants to maintain its
leadership role in the insolvency and restructuring world
and if INSOL would like to improve its position, as it
should, serious reflection and thereafter yare, or swift
action is needed. 

Although I believe, as many do, that INSOL International
is as of today truly the leading international and global
organisation in the insolvency and restructuring area, with
a very international membership and a real global focus,
we need to stay focussed. Many believe that INSOL
International should now move on to the next stage and
should set its aims higher. 

This will be a topic for Board meetings to come, and
hopefully we can begin this discussion in Hong Kong
for which Board meeting the topic “INSOL the next
decade” is on the agenda. I sincerely hope we can
brainstorm on this important issue for some time in
Hong Kong. If you have any suggestions, views or
thoughts, do not hesitate to share these with one of the
Directors or email the INSOL office at
pennyr@insol.ision.co.uk. Paul Kirk and Mick
McLoughlin, (respectively the global heads of PwC and
KPMG) have kindly offered to draft a challenging
discussion paper for the Board. We look forward to
receiving it as ….” we all fall to ‘t….” !

President’s Column

These parties may include the Board, management,
secured lenders, bondholders, trade creditors, and
shareholders. This chapter would be helpful to any one of
those parties not experienced in dealing with the others.

Technical areas covered include strategy, equity and
enterprise valuation, debt capacity and valuation. One
chapter entitled Fraudulent Conveyance, Other Related
Causes of Action, and Opinions explains how certain
creditors may try to boost recoveries through litigation
strategies.

Strategy when restructuring or recovering from a
distressed company is discussed in more detail including
an assessment of the strategy of doing nothing. This
usually unwise strategy may provide advantages to some
of the parties. The process of selling part or all of a
business is described and the reader is persuaded on the
benefit of this as a benchmark to alternative restructure
strategies even if a sale is not ultimately pursued.

The book concludes with the authors’ view on bankruptcy.
Given their view that it will not be possible to curtail
insolvency, it is proposed that what is actually needed is
mitigation of the damage caused by corporate failures. 

Two appendices follow the last chapter, one of which sets
out Gordian’s Index as a Measure of Financial Distress.
This has been devised because the authors have found that
US economic statistics have not helped them predict
bankruptcies and corporate failures. So they have devised
an index which reviews defined credit ratios of the
companies in the Dow Jones Industrial Average. The
evidence presented is appealing and if the reader is
convinced of its applicability, the appendix notes that the
Index and other data is published weekly on Gordian’s
website, www.gordiangroup.com. The second appendix is
a lesson in financial statement analysis and traps to be
avoided when reviewing statements. Finally there is a
comprehensive glossary.

The book is a useful guide to distressed debt
management and includes a number of interesting tips –
some of which may prompt a wry smile from those also
experienced in the business of distressed debt. For
example it is suggested that during an asset sale process
some advisors may create the impression that
information included in a data room has been reviewed
by many potential buyers by smudging or creasing pages.
Never!




